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PITCHING
Expanding to specialised media



Finding specialist media stories

● Do you have a hunch?

● Are your next steps clear?

● Could your story change?

● Is your topic suited for a publication that 
caters to a niche or more specialised 

audience?

● Will you be able to answer the editor’s 
questions?



The basics of pitching

Check the website for recent articles and pitching guides
Figure out what it is you have to say that is new

Research, research, research
Why would you be the best person to write this piece?

Why would the publication like this piece?
Find the relevant editor 

Write a headline
Write a pitch of 200-250 words 

Set out clearly what you want the article to be about 
Tell the editor what format you envisage the piece to be written in

Include relevant hyperlinks and evidence of ability to write
Email it across



Mapping independent and specialised news media 
publications

● Zines (Dope Girls zine, Pennycress, hate zine)
● Established independents (Dazed, Crack, gal-dem, Huck, 

The Gentlewoman, Missy Magazine, Monocle)
● Conglomerate-owned niche publications (Them, VICE, 

Teen Vogue, Zora)



Mel Magazine: pitching case study

MEL is dedicated to producing original content about the topics guys care 
about: their bodies, their mental health, their jobs, their money, their sex 

lives, their relationships, their digital personas and entertainment. Serious 
stuff that we intend to come across the exact opposite way — 

approachable, resonant and entertaining.



Dazed: Pitching case study

Champions radical fashion and youth 
culture, defining the times with a vanguard 
of next generation writers, stylists and 
image makers.



gal-dem: Pitching case study

A new media publication, committed to 
telling the stories of women and 
non-binary people of colour. People come 
to gal-dem for stories and perspectives 
that they cannot find elsewhere. 
We tell people-focused stories which 
represent the diversity of the human 
experience and seek out unheard voices.



EXERCISE

Read through these news stories and come up with a 
headline and a 100 word pitch that would sit in one of the 
magazines below. Be ambitious!

- Mel Magazine

- Dazed 

- gal-dem



Pitch 1



Pitch 2



Pitch 3



 Avoiding bad pitching etiquette

● Don’t send the exact same pitch to different 
publications

● Don’t put the whole article into the pitch.
● Unless the piece is extremely time sensitive, 

don’t chase for a few days
● Figure out your max / min rates for indie 

publications ahead of time 



Extending your network of commissioning editors

● Twitter
● Facebook Groups

● Peer-to-peer connections
● Events

● Newsletters
● Instagram

● Magazine shops
● LinkedIn / The Dots



Final top tips

● Be respectful
● Treat edits as a discussion
● Ask them to include a bio

● Share your published work and tag them
● Follow up



QUESTIONS


